
PLEASE  ACCEPT  OUR

PRAYERS  AND  GREETINGS

FROM  VICTORIOUS  KIDSS

EDUCARES  ~ AN  IB  WORLD

SCHOOL

As an associated parent you are aware

that our school believes in building an

attitude of ‘Learning to Love to Learn’

where every child is exposed to learning

with the latest of Western Methodology

of ‘Inquiry based Teaching and Learning

pedagogy’ of IB. This is coupled with the

ancient rich heritage of Vedanta of India,

along with spiritual wisdom of

‘Vivekananda’ and other Masters of The

World’, coupled with the pedagogy of IB

Learner profile and ‘Academic Honesty’.

ATTENTION &
CONGRATULATIONS

PARENTS!

We appreciate all the
parents who had faith
during this
unprecedented time of
COVID -19 that this
school is trying it’s best
to make the school ‘a
not for profit school’. 
When you align with
the values and beliefs
of our school’s basic
philosophy of making
the elite, exclusive and
yet an affordable ‘IB
Teaching & Learning’,
you would continue to
have complete faith. 
VKE has been evolving
with the past, current
and ongoing situation
and is making sure that
nothing would stop us
from giving the best to
our champions, which
they deserve.
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“A tree does not eat its own fruit. A river

does not drink its own water. On the

similar principles of greatness of this

nature, where sunlight falls equally on

the downtrodden, on the rich, on the

animals, on the non-living, living, plants,

dogs, and dolphins with the same

brilliance of healing, recuperating, and

shining. The sun’s light falls on the drain

water, but the dirty water does not soil

the sun’s rays. The sun’s rays equally

falls on the Holy water in India, River

Ganges (Ganga), and water is considered

holy. Equally as the sunlight fell on the

river, the sunlight does not become holy

by falling on the River Ganges.

A  MESSAGE  FROM  VEDANTA

On the similar ideology and philosophy,

Victorious Kidss Educares couples the

philosophy of education for character

on the guidelines by Swami

Vivekananda with the backbone

principles of Vedanta and International

Baccalaureate pedagogy of teaching and

learning at ‘no profit’. Victorious Kidss

Educares is a school which runs to bring

out the brilliance from every child and

the principles of the tuition fees and the

charges to parents and children are no

profit philosophy. This current year

2020-21 ~ with the effect of the

pandemic COVID-19, the philosophy of

Victorious Kidss Educares may

apparently, in most people’s eyes, took a

setback. But it did not.

T H I S  T O O  S H A L L  P A S S .  T O G E T H E R  WE  C A N  A N D  WE  S H A L L .



In Spite of no ‘Face to Face’ learning, the

intense virtual training and workshop

went during this lockdown from Friday

the 13th of March that the worldwide

competitive result of the 10th std (MYP

5), 73 children appeared and everyone

attained first division gradation. The girl

student Tanishka Shah, who stood first

in the school also joined the World

Topper’s rank by scoring a perfect 56/56

and was assessed to be the only child

from India to attain the perfect 100%

mark. 

CREATING  WORLD  TOPPERS

Similarly, by the totally dedicated

teachers, their hard work, and their

brilliance attained through professional

development and training by the Grade

Level Co-ordinators, Program Co-

ordinators, Heads of Program, and the

Principal, the 12th std children, out of 37

students everybody attained IB diploma,

which is considered by understanding,

attaining first division. And the girl

student who topped in the 12th grade,

Tasneem Godhrawala stood just below

the World Topper ranking by one mark,

scoring 44/45. So, the philosophy of

Victorious Kidss Educares is founded on

the principles that every child matters

and every child can, given the right

ambience, motivation to awaken the

secret power from within.



In 2018-19, for the first time in the history as known to the school
management brought down the tuition fees of the entire school by -7.77 %
when the inflation rate was 6 % and above. This year, Victorious Kidss
Educares helped many distressed parents with whatever help they required. 

In the next academic year, 2021-22, The Management and Senior
Members of Victorious Kidss Educares, have decided to once again,
despite the fact there is inflation in the country, there will be no hike in the
tuition fees right from diploma students 11th and 12th grade, through to
the 10th grade, right up to the babies in Play Group 1. 

The doctrines of Vedanta coupled with IB ~ as brought to the mass by
Swami Vivekananda is the foundation and strong pillars of Victorious Kidss
Educares which dictates, ‘Each child is potentially divine. Education is to manifest
that divinity from within every child and spread the message of awakening and
expressing that divinity from within everyone' 

Congratulation ‘Parent ~ Teachers and Children ~ let us show to the ‘World’
~ that our journey in discovering the secret power from every child is
happening ~ our children are great. Our children are no longer the people,
as we were in the school? The school system needs to change!
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